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Abstract.
This paper deals with finite element approximations of the Stokes equations
in a plane bounded domain Cl, using the so-called velocity-pressure mixed formulation.
Quasi-optimal error estimates in the maximum norm are derived for the velocity, its
gradient and the pressure fields. The analysis relies on abstract properties which are in
turn a consequence of the eixstence of a local projection operator 11/, satisfying

/ div(v-nhv)9dx

Jn

= 0,

Vve[i/¿(n)]2,

VqeMh,

where M^ is the finite element space associated with the pressure. Several examples for
which this operator can be constructed locally illustrate the theory.

1. Introduction.
We consider the Stokes problem arising in fluid dynamics,
which describes the flow of a viscous incompressible fluid. In its simplest form, we
have to solve

Í- Au+Vp=f in0,
divu = 0 infi,
u = 0 on dû,
where H is a bounded domain in R2, u represents the velocity of the fluid, p its
pressure and f a given external force.
Several finite element spaces have been considered to approximate the solution of problem (1.1) using the following velocity-pressure formulation: find u E
[Ho(V)}2, P S Lg(fi), such that

f (Vu, Vv) - (p,divv) = (f,Y),
I (<7,divu)=0, V9eL2(iî),

Vv E [m(Q)}2,

where (•,■) denotes the inner product in L2(Q) and Lq(H) is the space of L2functions having mean value zero. It is known that this weak formulation is equivalent to a saddle point problem.
The approximation by finite elements of this kind of problems has been studied
in an abstract form by F. Brezzi [4], M. Fortin [13] and R. S. Falk and J. E. Osborn

[12].
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Given a family {r/,} (0 < h < ho) of partitions of fi, let Xh C [//¿(fi)]2 and
Mh C Lg(n) denote the finite element spaces. Then the corresponding discrete
problem reads as follows: find u^ E Xh and p/, 6 M h such that
(Vuh,Vv)-(P/l,divv)

= (f,v),

(<7,divuh) =0,

VveXfc,

VqEMh.

It is well known that Xh and Mh cannot be chosen independently. It was proven
in [4] that existence of the discrete solution and stability of the scheme follow from
the condition
(1.4)

sup

(^)VV)

>ß\\q\\L2,

VqEMh,

where ß is a positive number independent of h. Moreover, if (1.4) is satisfied,
optimal error estimates in L2 for the gradient of the velocity and for the pressure

hold; namely,
(1.5)

||u-Ufc||Hi+||p-pfc||L2
0

<C{

inf Hu-vHm-r-

(v6Xh

inf ||p-g|Ua[.

°

q€Mh

J

Optimal error estimates in L2 for the velocity can be derived by duality arguments under some regularity assumption on the domain (see [15]); namely,
(1-6)

||u-ufl||L2

<C7i{||u-uh||Hi

+\\p-Phh*}-

In [12] R. S. Falk and J. E. Osborn proved that the condition (1.4) is equivalent
to the existence of a projection operator IT/,: [//¿(fi)]2 —*Xh such that

(1.7)

IIIIfcvll^Glvlltf,,

VY6[i70W

and

(1.8)

(div(v - n„v),9) =0,

Vv € [H¿(U)}2, \/q E Mh-

Here and throughout the paper, C denotes a positive constant independent of h
and the functions involved in the estimates, but not necessarily the same at each
occurrence.
The aim of this paper is to study convergence in L°° for the velocity and its
first derivatives and for the pressure. Our analysis is based on the technique of
weighted Sobolev norms introduced by F. Natterer [17] and J. A. Nitsche [18], [19],
combined with the use of regularized Green's functions as proposed by J. Frehse and
R. Rannacher [14] and more recently by R. Rannacher and R. Scott [20] for secondorder scalar elliptic operators. Elliptic systems were considered by M. Dobrowolski
and R. Rannacher [10], but their analysis did not include the Stokes equation, which
has a saddle point structure, and so requires compatibility constraints between the
discrete spaces.
In many cases the operator 11/, can be constructed locally, and consequently it
satisfies optimal approximation properties in weighted norms. Under this crucial
assumption we prove the following quasi-optimal uniform estimates,

(1.9)

Hu-Uhlli,«, < C7i|logh\ \ inf ||u - v\\w¡.°°+ inf ||p - <?||l°°>,
(v€Xh
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v||wi,oo + inf ||p - <?||l°° >,
qeMh

)

< Cllog/il1/2 ( inf ||u - v||wi.o= + inf ||p-g|L-),
(veXh

q€Mh

)

where we have denoted by Wm'p the usual Sobolev spaces. These estimates may
be viewed as the L°° analogues of (1.5) and (1.6).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state the notation and assumptions and recall some properties about weights and related norms. In Section
3 we introduce the regularized Green's functions and prove some weighted a priori estimates. Section 4 deals with the L°°-error estimates for the solution. A
weighted-norm error estimate for Green's functions is proved there as well; this is
the key result and involves some technical calculations. Finally, in Section 5 we
show several examples of known finite element spaces satisfying our assumptions
and state the corresponding rates of convergence in L°°(fi).

2. Notation
and Assumptions.
{r/,} be a regular and quasi-uniform

Let fi be a convex polygon in R2 and let
family of decompositions of fi, where h > 0

denotes the mesh size [8, pp. 132, 140].
We will work with finite element spaces M£ c Lg(fi) and Xfc c [//¿(fi)]2, with
k a positive integer such that, for every T E Th,

(2.1)

Pk-i(T) C MÜWC Pk+m(T),

(2-2)

[Pk(T)}2cXkh\TC[Pk+m(T)}2,

where Pk(T) denotes the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to k
restricted to T, and m is some natural number independent of T and h.
We define the weight function a by
(2.3)

cr(x):=(|x-xo|2+02)1/2,

where 6 = Kh, with K > 1 a constant

x,xoGfi,
to be specified later on. Let us recall the

following elementary properties of the weights (see [8]):
(2.4)

maxcr(x) <Cmina(x),
x6T

(2.5)

x£T

\Dioa(x)\<C(j,a)aa->(x),

VTETh,

Vx E fi,

where a E R and DJ'/ denotes the tensor of derivatives of order j of /, and
(2.6)

/ cr-2(rCx)dx<C|log0|

Jn

for 0 small enough.
For a ER and j a nonnegative integer, we define the weighted seminorms by

\\D3q\\l«:=£

/ l^lVMx,

qEW(Q),

\ß\=3JQ

and the same notation will be used for vector-valued functions.
assumptions will be made:

(2.7)

||IV"(v-nív)|Ua

<C/ifc+1-Jï|L>fc+1v|U,

The following

Vve[i/fc+1(fi)]2,
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(2.8)

\\q-Pkq\\Cja<Chk\\Dkq\\(Ta,

(2.9)

||v-ntv||Loc

(2.10)

Vç E Hk(U);

<C/i||Vv||Loo,

||vn*v|U2 <c||Vv|¡ct2,

Vv € [W1'00^)]2;

vve[//¿(n)]2,

where P^ is an auxiliary operator having values in M/,. In many cases the operator
Il£ can be constructed locally and, therefore, properties (2.7), (2.9) and (2.10)
are an easy consequence of standard interpolation error estimates. The operator
Ph is usually either a local L2-projection or an interpolation operator; thus, the
assumption (2.8) holds. Further approximation properties on Il£ and Pfc will be
required, namely,

(2.11)
(2.12)

||<T29-PÄVg)L-*<C%||L2,

VqeMk;

||V(cr2v - n£(cr2v))|U-2 < Ch\\w\\a-, + CÄ||Vv||La,

Vv 6 Xk.

If the operators Pk and II* are local, then the estimates (2.11) and (2.12) can be
proved using a generalized Bramble-Hilbert lemma of T. Dupont and R. Scott [11].
Moreover, a similar estimate to these two was proved by R. Scholz in [21].
Since no confusion is possible, we shall remove the subscript k in the notation
of both discrete spaces and interpolant operators.

3. Regularized
Green's Functions.
In this section we introduce and analyze
the so-called regularized Green's functions, which are solutions of the Stokes equations with a right-hand side being a suitable regularization of the Dirac measure.
This technique was first used by J. Frehse and R. Rannacher [14] and further developed by R. Rannacher and R. Scott [20], in both cases for a scalar second-order
elliptic equation.
Let us start by recalling some regularity

results for the following generalized

Stokes problem:

{-

Av + V<7= f in fi,
divv = g in fi,

v = o on an,
Let fi be a convex polygon in R2 and let d(x) denote the distance from x E fi to

the closest vertex of fi. In addition, let f € [L2(fi)]2, g E i/^fi)
hold, as well as the following compatibility condition,

(3.2)

and d~1gE L2(fi)

/ odx = 0.

Ja

Then the solution (\,q) of (3.1) satisfies (see R. B. Kellogg and J. E. Osborn [16])

(3.3)

||v||„2 + \\q\\Hl< C{\\f\\L2+ HVfflU*
+ lld-^IU*}.

Moreover, the requirement d_1g E L2(fi) cannot be eliminated for the solution
to satisfy an estimate like (3.3). As an easy calculation reveals, if g E #o(fi) then
d~lg E L2(fi), and we get the estimate
(3-4)

\\v\\H2 + \\q\\m < C{\\f\\L2 + \\Vg\\L2}.
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This is the basic regularity result required in our error analysis. However,
stronger regularity will be needed in deriving sharp rates of convergence according
to the approximation theory. For these estimates to hold, we have to modify the
assumptions on the data. Namely, suppose now
(3.5)

dû E Ck+1

(3.6)

(fi is not necessarily convex),

fe[W*-1,0°(n)]2,

gEWk'°°(n),

where k E N stands for the order of the approximation as stated in (2.1)-(2.2). A
consequence of the results in [1] for general elliptic systems is the a priori estimate

(3.7)

||v||w*+i,a+ IMIiv*,.< Cs(||f||iy*-i,s + Hfflliv*..),

where 2 < s < oo and C > 0 is a constant independent of s (see also [7] and R.
Temam [22, p. 33]). The dependence on s follows from [1] by tracing constants in
the singular integrals involved.
Let us now introduce the regularizations of the Dirac mass that we shall deal
with. For 1 < i < 3 let x¿ denote a fixed point in fi which will be specified later

on, and let T¿ E Th be such that x¿ e T¿. Then, let ó¿ € Co°(fi) satisfy

(3.8)

supp^cS»,

(3.9)
(3.10)

[ 6i<bt= l,

6i>0,

Jn

W6i\\L~ <ch~2~j,

y = 0,1,

where B, is a ball of radius ah contained in Tt and a > 0 is a suitable constant, both
to be determined as follows. Let x be any discrete function; so x is a piecewise
polynomial and possibly discontinuous across interelement boundaries. Assume
that the maximum norm of x is attained at xt ; x is here extended to the closure
of T¡ by continuity.

Then, since the T¿ satisfy a minimum

angle property

because

the partition r/, is regular, we can always find a ball B¿ with center y¿ so that
|xj —y«| = Ccth. Then a straightforward application of the weighted mean value
theorem, combined with (3.9), yields

I,
n

\8 dx = x(z)

for some z E Bi.

Using now the mean value theorem together with an inverse inequality leads to

llxl|L°°(n)= lx(*i)l < lx(z)l+ Ca/i||Vx||L~(r,) < Ca\\x\\L<*>(n)
+ / X¿dx
Thus, choosing a so that Ca = ^, the previous inequality can be rewritten as

(3.11)

llxlU~(r2)< 2 / Xödx
\Jn

This inequality will be often used in the next section. In addition, according to
(2.3), we define the weight function «r¿ by cjí(x) = (|x - x¿|2 + 02)1/2 for each

1< i < 3.
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Let us now introduce the regularized Green's functions.
useful in analyzing the velocity field, and is defined by

Í-AG1+VA1=¿i,

infi,

divGi=0,
Gi = 0,
where ¿i stands for either (<5i,0) or (0,¿i).
estimate in weighted norms.

LEMMA3.1.

The first one will be

infi,
on dfi,
We then have the following a priori

There holds

II^GiLj + HVÀiLj^CIIogAl1/2.
Proof. Following P. Ciarlet [8, p. 148], it suffices to deal with the components
Pj = x3 —xj (j = 1,2) of x —x¿ instead of with cti . Moreover, it is easy to see that

Wltjti'GtWi.a
+\\lijV\i\\i,»

< CfllU'teGdlU.+ HV^AOII^
+ IIVGxIU»
+ llAxll^}.
In order to estimate the first two terms on the right-hand side, we shall make use
of the Stokes equations in conjunction with (3.4). Namely, since

-A(pjGi) + V(pjXi) = pj6i - 2Vpj ■VGi + A,Vp3,

div(p,jGi) = Vpj Gi,
and Vuj • Gi E //¿(fi), (3.4) together with the fact that pj is linear yields

(3.13) IIL^G,)!!^

+ HV^AOIIt»< C{\\hj6i\\L2
+ HVdlU» + ||Ai||La}.

Since ||wj¿i||l2 = 0(1), it only remains to estimate the last two terms on the
right-hand side of (3.13). To do so, observe first that the inf-sup condition implies

||VGi||L» + ||Ai||J..<C||«i||ir-.
and, furthermore,
||*i||h-i

=sup(ii,v)
ves

< sup(«51,v-/hv)
ves

where 5 stands for the
interpolant [15, p. 109].
L°° in the finite element
of the above inequalities

+sup(¿1,4V)
ves

<C(l

+ |log/i|1/2),

unit ball of [.//¿(fi)]2 and Ih denotes the local average
Here we have used the inverse inequality between H1 and
subspace. Now the assertion of the lemma is a consequence
and the following expressions

||Z?2G1||2í=<?2||Z)2G1||i2+¿||/iii?2G1||i2)
j=l
2

IIVA.II^^IIVA,!!2, + X>;VA1||aL2)
j=l

combined with (3.4) and the fact that 0 = Kh.

D

In dealing with the vorticity, and so with derivatives of the velocity, we need the
following regularized Green's function:

{-AG2-r-VA2
= Df52,
divG2 = 0,

g2 = o,

infi,
infi,

on an,

where D62 stands for any directional derivative of either 62 = (¿2,0) or 62 = (0,62).
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We have

\\D2G2\\ai + \\VX2\\al<Ch-\
Proof. The proof proceeds along the same lines as the previous one. Consequently, one is led to estimate ||VG2||l2 and ||A2||¿2. To do so, we use the following
a priori estimate, which is a trivial by-product of the inf-sup conditon (1.4); namely,

IIVG2IU2+ UA2IU2
< C\\D62\\H-i < C\\62\\L2< (7ft-1,
where we have used (3.8) and (3.10). This completes the argument.
D
The analysis of the pressure field requires a different regularized Green's function
from those above. Indeed, for rp E Co°(fi) satisfying fn(pdx = 1, let us consider

the problem:

{- AG3 + VA3 = 0,

in fi,

div G3 = Ó3- <p, in fi,

G3 = 0,

on afi.

Since the compatibility condition (3.2) holds, problem (3.15) actually has a
unique solution. Moreover, the a priori estimate (3.4) also holds, because 63 —(p E
Hq(Q). This is why we take <pE Co°(fi) rather than a constant. However, if fi
were smooth enough, say dU EC2, <pmight be constant, as asserted by (3.7).

LEMMA 3.3.

We have

||D2G3L32 + ||VA3Ll<^_1.
Proof. As in Lemma 3.1, we are now led to estimate ||V(¿3 - <¡>)\\a2,
||VG3||í,2,
and jIA31|i, 2- The first term satisfies ||V(<53- </>)||<r2
= 0(/i-1) on account of (3.8)
and (3.10). The remaining terms can be bounded by making use of a stability
estimate which is a trivial consequence of the inf-sup condition (1.4), namely

IIVG3IU»
+ HAsIIl'< C\\63- <p\\L2
< Ch-1. a
4. The Error Analysis.
4.1. L°°-Error Estimates. This section is devoted to the error analysis in L°°
for the velocity, its first derivatives, and the pressure.
From (1.2) and (1.3) the following error equations follow:

|(V(uv_-Ufc),Vv)-(p-pfc,divv)
(9,div(u-uh))

= 0,

Vv€Xh,

= 0,

VrjeMft.

Analogous error equations hold for the regularized Green's functions and their
approximations defined in Section 3.
Let us start by analyzing the error in the velocity field. Clearly, it is enough to

bound n/jU - Uh. To this aim, let xi G fi be a point where

||uft - n^uHLoo = Max |K - (IlhiO'llLoo
l<i<2

is attained.

In view of (3.11) we have
\\Uhu-uh\\Loc<2\{IlhU-Uh,6i)\

= 2|(VGÍ, V(n„u - uh)> - <div(nhu - ufc),Xhi)\.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Using the error equations (4.1) and the assumption (1.8) on the operator Uh, we
see that the expression in (4.2) is equal to

2|(VG?, V(nfcu - u)) + {p- ph,divG?)|

(4.3)

= 2|(V(G? - Gi), V(nfcu - u)) + (p - Php,div(G? - G,)>

-(AGi,nftu-u)|.
Thus, by the Holder inequality we have that

||nfcu - ufciu» < c7{||v(u - nfcu)||Loo + ||p - pfcP||L»}||v(Gi - G?)||L,
+ ||u-nfcu||Lc=||AGi||L..
Therefore, we have reduced the problem to that of estimating
and ||AGi||li.
Using again the Holder inequality, we see that

(4.5)

||V(Gi

- Gf)||x,i

IIVÍGi-GMUi^Cllogfcl^HVÍGi-GÍJL;

and, then, we have to estimate ||V(Gi — Gf)!!^.
Similarly, when dealing with
the pressure and with the first derivatives of the velocity, we will have to estimate
||V(Gí-G?)||(T2forí= 2,3.
The following theorem states a bound for errors like those above, irrespective of
the type of Green's functions involved. Moreover, since no confusion is possible, we
remove the subscript i.

THEOREM 4.1.

Let fi be a convex polygon in R2. Let (G,A) be the solution

of one of the problems introduced in Section 3, and let (G , A ) E Xh x Mh be the
approximate solution. Then for K large enough, there exists a constant C = C(K)

such that
(4.6) ||V(G - G^IU

< C/i{||D2G||ff2 + ||VA||CT2}+ Ch2{\\D2G\\L2 + ||VA||L,},

where K is the parameter

introduced in (2.3).

Proof. The proof of this crucial result is rather technical and will be postponed
to Subsection 4.2. Instead, we now apply Theorem 4.1 to derive quasi-optimal error
estimates in the maximum norm. To begin with, we first consider the velocity field.

THEOREM 4.2. Let fi be a convex polygon in R2 and let (u,p) be the solution
of the Stokes problem (1.1). Let (\ih,Ph) E Xh'X Mh be the finite element approximations defined by (1.3). Assume that u E [Wl'°°(U)\2 and p E L°°(fi). Then
there exists a constant C > 0 such that

(4.7)

||u - UfclU» < C/i|log/i|{||V(u - Tlhu)\\Loo+ \\p - Php\\L~}-

Proof. As we pointed out before, it is enough to bound n^u - u/¡. In view of
(4.4) we have to estimate ||V(Gi - GÎ)!^.
To this end, note first that Theorem

4.1 together with (4.5) yields

||V(Gi-G?)||L1 ^CIlogÄl^MH^Gill^ + IIVAilU«}
+ C|logft|1/2/I2{||L>2G1||L2

+ ||VA1||L2}.

Then, using the a priori estimate (3.3) and Lemma 3.1, we obtain

HVid-GÎJIUi <C|logÄ|ft.
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Analogously, using again Lemma 3.1, we get

||AGi||Li <C\\ogh\.
Thus, the theorem follows from the two previous inequalities combined with (4.4)
and the assumption (2.9). D
As an easy corollary of Theorem 4.2 we have the following estimate for the
vorticity,

||curl(u - uh)IU~ < C\ logÄ|{||V(u - nfcu)||Loo + ||p - PhP\\L°°}However, this estimate can be improved, as the following theorem shows.
THEOREM 4.3.

Under the assumptions

of Theorem 4.2 there exists a constant

C > 0 such that
(4.8)

||curl(u-uÄ)||L=c

<C|log/i|1/2{||V(u-nhu)||Loc

Proof. Our present goal is to demonstrate

+ ||p-Fftp||Loo}.

the following estimate,

||V(u - uh)\\Loo< C\ logftl^iHVtu - Uhn)\\Loo+ \\p- PhPh-},
which, in particular, implies the assertion. Using the notation of Section 3, with
X2 chosen to maximize |D(H/jU —u/¡)(x)|, and the inequality (3.11), we have

||I>(nfcu - uh)|U~ < 2\(D(Uhu - uh),62)\ = 2|(nfcu - uh, D62)\

= 2|(vg5, v(nfcu - ufc)>- (div(n^u - u„), a£)|
= 2|(V(G§ - G2), V(nfcu - u)) + (div(G§ - G2),p - Php)
-(AG2,n/lu-u)|.
This last expression is similar to that in (4.3), where G2 and G2 are replaced by
Gi and Gf; therefore, we can proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Indeed,
using Lemma 3.2, we obtain

\\D(Uhu - u„)||Loc < C\ logÄl^iHViu

- Hhn)\\Loo+ \\p - PhP\\L°°}.

Thus, the theorem follows by applying the triangular inequality.
D
We conclude this subsection with a theorem concerning the uniform approximation of the pressure.
THEOREM 4.4.

Under the assumptions

of Theorem 4.2 there exists a constant

C > 0 such that
(4.9)

||p-Pfc|U«

<C|logh|1/2{||V(u-nfcu)||L«»-r-||p-Php||Lc0}.

Proof. It is sufficient to estimate Php—ph- Let X3 be a point where the maximum
of \PhP —Ph\ is attained. With the notation of Section 3, we have from (3.11)

(4.10)

\\PhP-Ph\\L~<2\{PhV-VhM\

<2\(Php-Ph,h-(¡>)\

+ 2\(Php-phA)\.

The second term in (4.10) can be bounded by using the L2-estimate (1.5) in the

following way:
\{Php - PhM

< \\PhP - Ph\\LA\ñL> < C\\Php - ph\\L2
<C{\\V(u-Uhu)\\L2

+ \\p-Php\\L2}.
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To bound the first term in (4.10) we use the regularized Green's functions

(G3,A3) defined in (3.15). Then,
(PhP-Ph,h-(¡>)

= (PhP -Ph,divG3)
= (Php-p,diy/G3l)

= (Php-Ph,

divG3)

+ (p-Ph,dwG3l).

Now, the error equations for (u,p) and (G3,A3), as well as the property

(1.8) of

Uh, yield
(PhP-Ph,àz-<t>)

= (PhP - p,div(G§ - G3)) + (PhP -P,S3-

<t>)

+ (V(u - uh), V(G§ - G3)> + (div(u - uh),X3 - A§)
= (Php - p,div(G§ - G3)) + (PhP -P,S3-

4>)

+ (V(u - nhu), V(G§ - G3)> + (div(u - nfcu), A3 - PhX3).
Then, applying the Holder inequality, we get

\(PhP - Ph,S3 -4>)\< C{\\V(G3 - G§)||L. + ||¿3 - 0|U. + *||VA3||L.}
• {||v(u-nhu)||L~

+ ||p-php||Loo}.

Again, by the Holder inequality, we have
||V(G3 - Gj)||L.

< C\ log |1/2||V(G3 - GJ)||CT2

and
A||VA3||L. <(7ft|log/i|1/2||VA3||(72.

Finally, the estimate

(4.9) follows from the last three inequalities in conjunction

with Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 3.3. D
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.1. To complete the error analysis, it remains to prove
the crucial and rather technical Theorem 4.1. Let us start by defining

(4.11)

4>:=cr2(G-Gh).

Thus,
||V(G - Gft)||22 = (V(G - Gh),o2V(G

(4.12)

- Gh))

= (V(G - Gh), ViP) + ¿(G - Gh, Act2 • (G - Gk))
< (V(G - Gh), Vrp) + Cft4{||L»2G||L2 + ||VA||L2}2,

where we have used the property (2.5) and the L2-estimate (1.6). To bound the
first term in (4.12), we make use of the error equation for (G,A) and the basic
assumption (1.8) on the operator Uh- We thus have

(V(G - Gh), VV) = (V(G - Gh), Vf> - ïlhrP))
+ (div(Uhip -tp),XInserting

PhX) + (div V, A - Xh).

this expression into (4.12) results in

||V(G - Gh)\\l2 < Cfc4{||L>2G||L2 + ||VA||L2}2 + £||V(G - Gh)||22

+ Cft2||VA||22 + C||V(tf - n^)||'-2

+ |(divip, X - Xh)\,

where we have used the interpolation error bound (2.8); here, e denotes a small
positive number independent of h to be determined later on. To proceed, we have
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to evaluate the last two terms in the previous expression. These are a consequence

of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 below, which imply
||V(G - Gh)||22 < CKhA{\\D2G\\L2 + ||VA||L2}2

+ CKh2{\\D2G\\a2+ HVAIU*}
+ (£ + §)

HV(G - Gft)||22.

Consequently, a proper choice of the constants e > 0 and K > 1 allows the last
term to be hidden into the left-hand side. The assertion is then obtained.
D
Let us now prove the auxiliary results mentioned above.
LEMMA 4.1.

Let K be as in (2.3) andip as in (4.11). Then there exist constants

Ck > 0 and C > 0 independent of K such that

|[v(v -n,v)IU-

< Ck/*2{||l>2g||L2+ ||va||L2}

(4'13)

+ CKh{\\D2G\\„2

+ ||VA||CT2}+ £||V(G

- Gh)||CT2.

Proof. Let us rewrite ip as

ip = a2(G - Gh) = cr2(G - TlhG) + a2(UhG - Gh) =: ipi + V>2-

Then

(4.14)

||v(v - n^)L-3 < l|v(Vi- n^i)IU-2 + ITO2 - n^MIU-*-

In view of (2.10), the first term on the right-hand side of (4.14) is bounded by
|| VV»i11,7-2.Using now the properties (2.5) and (2.7) yields

IIv^iu-2 < c{||G -nftG||L2 + ||v(G -nfcG)|U*}
< C/i2||D2G||L2

+C/i||L»2G||a2.

For the second term in (4.14) we use (2.12) to get

l|vr>2 - nh^2)iu-a
< ^\\uhG

< Cfc||nfcG - Gh\\c-3 + Ch\\v(uhG

- g"||L2 + £||vrnhG

< |a2{||£>2G||l2

- Gh)||L2

- Gh)\\a,

+ ||VA||L2} + ^||D2G||CT2

+ J||V(G

- Gfc)n<T,.

Here we have employed standard L2-error estimates together with the estimate
(2.7). Finally, substituting the bounds corresponding to ipi and ip2 into (4.14)
implies the desired result. D
LEMMA 4.2.

Let ip be as in (4.11).

Then there exists a constant C > 0 such

that

KdivV,A- Aft)|< C/i2{||Z)2G|U2+ HVAIU2
+ Ch4{\\D2G\\L2 + \\VX\\L2}2 + e\\V(G-Gh)\\l2.

Proof. Since
div V = Va2 • (G - Gh) + <r2div(G- Gh),
we have

(div V, A - Xh) = (Va2 ■(G - Gh), X - Xh) + <div(G - G"),<t2(A - Xh))

= <y(0,A - A") + (g, X-Xh) + <div(G - Gh), o2(X - Xh)).
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Here we have set

(4.17)

7:= / Va2-(G-G'1)

dx

Ja

and

(4.18)

g := Va2 ■(G - Gh) - 70,

where 0 E Co°(fi) stands for the function defined in Section 3. As 0 is chosen
independent of h, so are \\4>\\l2and ||V0||i,2. The contribution due to the first term
in (4.16) is now easily evaluated on account of the bound for I7I proved in Lemma
4.3 below. Indeed, we can write

7(0, A - Xh) < Ch\\V(G - Gh)\\C2\\X - Xh\\L2
< CA4{||VA||2a + \\D2G\\2L2}+ e||V(G - Gh)||22.
The contribution due to the remaining terms in (4.16) is analyzed below in Lemmas

4.4 and 4.5. This completes the proof.

D

In order to complete the whole argument it only remains to derive some auxiliary
estimates related to expression (4.16). To begin with, let us first obtain a bound

for |7|.
LEMMA 4.3.
such that

Let 7 be defined by (4.17). Then there exists a constant C > 0

(4.19)

|7|<CÄ||V(G-G*

Proof. Integrating

h^

by parts yields

|7| = |(div(G - Gh),o2)\ = |(div(G - G"),cr2 - Pha2)\ < Ch\\V{G - Gh)||CT2,
where we have used the second error equation in (4.1) for the function G. This is

the desired bound.

D

The second step consists of analyzing the middle term in (4.16):

LEMMA 4.4.
such that
(4.20)
Proof.

Let g be defined by (4.18). Then there exists a constant C > 0

|(9, A - A")| < C7fc4{||D2G||L2 + ||VA||L2}2 + e||V(G - G*)|&.
We use a duality argument.

Consider the following auxiliary Stokes

problem,

' -Aw + Vr¡ = 0 in fi,

(4.21)

I

divw = 0 in fi,
w = 0 on afi.

Since g E H¿(ü) and fngdx = 0, we can apply the regularity result (3.4) for the
problem (4.21) in a plane polygon to get

wE[H2(n)nHr)(n)}2,

r?e//1(fi)nL2(fi)

and
(4.22)

||L>2w||L2 + ||Vr/||L2<C||VS||L2.
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We thus have

I^A-A^I^Kdivw.A-A'1}!
= |(div(w - wfc), X-Xh) + (V(G - Gh), V(w - wh))
+ (div(G-Gh),

Vh-ri)\

as a consequence of the error equations for (G, A). Therefore, by (4.22) and the
error estimate (1.5) we can write
(4.23)

Ko, A - Xh)\ < C/22||Vff||L2{||D2G||L2 + ||VA||¿2}.

Now, using the definition (4.18) of g and the L2-estimate (1.6), we get

(4.24)

||Vff||L2 < Ch2{\\D2G\\L* + ||VA||L2} + C||V(G - C1)^

Finally, combining (4.23) and (4.24) with (4.19) yields the assertion.

+ C\i\.

G

The third and last step deals with the remaining term in (4.16).

LEMMA 4.5.

There exists a constant C > 0 such that

KdiviG-GV^A-A*))!
<Cft2||VA||22+C7/i4{||L>2G||L2

+ ||VA||L2}2 + e||V(G-G',)||22.

Proof. Let ç := a2(PhX —Xh). Using the error equations for (G, A), we have

Kdiv(G-G"),cr2(A-A'l)>|
= |(div(G - Gh),o2(X - PhX) + c - Phc)\

< Ch\\V{G - G")|U2||VA|U2 + ||V(G - Gh)|U2||ç - Phc\\a-2.
Applying (1.5) and (2.11), we can further write

II?- Phth-'

< Ch\\PhX - Xh\\L2< (7/i2{||L»2G||L2+ ||VA||L2}.

Therefore, (4.25) follows from the two previous inequalities.
proved.

The lemma is thus

D

5. Applications.
The aim of this section is to apply our general results to some
low-order finite element approximations to the Stokes equations. To begin with, let
us first consider continuous pressure finite elements which are those preferred by
engineers.

Example 5.1. MINI ELEMENT. It was introduced by D. Arnold, F. Brezzi and
M. Fortin [2] as a remedy for the unstable Pi —Pi element. The key idea was to
enrich the velocity space Pi by adding bubble functions; this new space is denoted
by Pj\ Then the discrete spaces are:

(5.1)

Xh\T:=Pt(T),

Mh\T ■= Pi(T),

YT €rfc.

Therefore, the order of this approximation is k = 1, whereas m = 2 according to
(2.1) and (2.2). The local operator n^ was explicitly built in [2] as a way to show

the inf-sup condition (1.4).
The mini element is the simplest one of this class. The next one is the popular
Taylor-Hood element, for which the existence of a local Tlh is not known. However,
the above trick led D. Arnold, F. Brezzi and M. Fortin to a slightly bigger element,
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namely

Example5.2. ENRICHEDTAYLOR-HOODELEMENT. Nowthe discrete spaces
are

(5.2)

Xh|T:=P+(T),

Mh\T := Pi(T),

VTETh-

We thus have k = 2 and m = 1. The computational labor involved is comparable
to that for the classical Taylor-Hood element, because the internal nodes in each
element can be easily eliminated by the process of static condensation. On the
other hand, the computational results seem to be better [5].
Let us now turn our attention to discontinuous pressure approximations.

Example 5.3. BERNARDI-RAUGELELEMENT. Let the discrete spaces be
defined by
(5.3)

Xft|T:=P1(r)©span{p1,p2,p3},

Mh\T ■= P0{T)

VTETh.

Here, p, stands for the polynomials p, = A2A3fi, p2 = XiX3v2, p3 = XiX2v3,
where A, are the barycentric coordinates and f¿ are normal vectors to the edges
opposite to vertices i. We then have k = 1 and m = 1. This element was presented
in [3] and may be regarded as a simplification of the classical P2 - Po element [5],
[15], which also fits in our theory.
In the latter case, the velocity space is much bigger than necessary for a firstorder approximation to be stable. However, taking discontinuous Pi-polynomials
for pressure, results in an unstable scheme. The difficulty is circumvented by simply
augmenting the velocity space with bubble functions; we refer to [9], [5], [15] for

more details.

Example 5.4. CROUZEIX-RAVIARTELEMENT. Let now Xh and Mh be defined by
(5.4)

Xh\T:=Pt(T),

Mh\T:=Pi(T)

VT Erh;

thus k = 2 and m = 1. The idea behind this choice was further exploited by F.
Brezzi and J. Pitkäranta
[6] who suggested a general stabilization technique; in
particular, (5.4) is a consequence of their results.
The families already mentioned are all defined over triangular decompositions of
fi. Let us now consider some stable quadrilateral elements. The simplest case is
the couple Q2 —Qo, for which k = 1 and m = 3; here and below, Qi denotes the
set of polynomials of degree at most i in each variable separately. The existence of
a local operator n^ can be proved along the same lines as for P2 —Po elements.
Since Q2 is actually too big, we might expect the pressure space to be enriched
without loosing stability. This is what indeed happens.

Example 5.5. Q2 - Pi ELEMENT. Let us set
(5.5)

Xh\T := Qa(T),

A4|T := P,(T),

WErh,

which yields k = 2 and m = 2. The analysis of this element is much the same as
that of the Crouzeix-Raviart element [5].
We now conclude the paper by establishing the rates of convergence in L°° of
the finite element approximations described above.
COROLLARY 5.1.

Assume that fi is a plane convex polygonal domain.

u E [Wk+1>°°(n)}2 andpE

Let

Wk'°°(n) be the solutions of the Stokes problem (1.1).
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Let Uh and Ph be the discrete solutions corresponding to any of the above families.

Then
/i~1|log/i|_1/2||u-u/i||i,cx,

+ ||p-ph||L°°

+ ||curl(u-u/l)||Loo

<CÄfc|log/i|1/2(||u||iv*+i,oo(n)

+ ||p!|w*.=o(n)).

Proof The proof of (5.6) is an easy application of (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9). We
thus omit the details. D
For (5.6) to hold, the continuous solutions must satisfy an a priori regularity
which is difficult to check. An attempt to weaken this constraint is the following
result, which holds only under a proper regularity of afi.

COROLLARY 5.2. Let (u,p) and (Uh,Ph) be the continuous and discrete solutions of the Stokes problem. For dQ E Cfc+1 we have

/T1! log/ir1/2||u

- UfclU«,+ \\p - phU* + ||curl(u - uä)||l=o

<C/ifc|log/i|3/2||f||lv/«-i,oo(n).

Proof. In view of Theorems 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4, the left-hand side of (5.7) is bounded

by
/ = c\ log /i|1/2{||V(u

- nfcu)||Loo + ||p - pfcP||t=c}.

As f E [Wk~1,00(Q)]2, the a priori estimate (3.7) combined with standard interpolation error estimates yields

/ < Cft*|10g/l|1/asÄ-2/lf||,y*-i.oo,
Taking now s = | log /i| implies the desired result.

2 < S < 00.
D
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